What are the Sunday Scaries:
The dreadful feeling that you get on a Sunday after a weekend of hard partying or procrastinating work. The moral hangover mixed with the feelings of regret and anxiousness while you start to dread the impending doom of Monday.

We incorporate vitamins B-12 and D-3 as mood boosters and to increase the bio-availability of the 10mg of CBD per gummy.
The gummies taste amazing and they are manufactured with consistent dosing to ensure reliable efficacy every time.

Unlike its sister compound THC, CBD is non-psychoactive and does not cause any cognitive impairment.

Our CBD is derived from industrial hemp and can be consumed without breaking the law.
We can also ship our gummies across state lines right to your front door step when you order off of our website.

The power ingredient in our unique gummy blend is CBD, also known as Cannabidiol.
CBD has been shown to have positive health benefits including relief from:
- Anxiety
- Inflammation
- Pain and other conditions

Unlike its sister compound THC, CBD is non-psychoactive and does not cause any cognitive impairment.
In fact, it can help with focus and helps relieve tension and paranoia. This means there is no risk in getting “high” from consuming CBD.

Our CBD gummies, Sunday Scaries, are custom formulated to combat anxiety.

Life is hard enough and we’d rather not deal with obsessing over hypothetical situations or manifesting worries that don’t actually exist.

We want to focus on what really matters in our lives, that’s why we made Sunday Scaries - The remedy that makes anxiety not so scary.

Anxiety disorders are the most common mental illness in the US, affecting 40 million adults.

Sunday Scaries users are the socialites, party goers, college students and young professionals who want a natural and healthy alternative for anxiety relief.

The gummies are made for people who want to have an edge over the daily anxieties that intrude their lives, so they can focus on what they are passionate about and being happy.

sundayscaries.com